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ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Kankakee Valley Genealogical Society would
like to announce the acquisition of the new books
listed below, which were donated to the Kankakee
Public Library for use in their Reference Room.
"Genealogical Sources," by Dorothy L.
Riker
"Historical Atlas of Sandusky County
Ohio," published by Everts, Stewart
& Co.
The society has also made a two-year subscription to the "The Genealogical Helper," published by
Everton, Logan, Utah.
This periodical is available upon request at
the desk of the Reference Room receptionist.

********

FROM THE EDITOR
I would like to take this opportunity to remind the membership that-those who have not done so
should submit their Ancestor Charts and/or update
their charts already on file.
Also, I am sure there are .many of you with unanswered research problems, therefore it would be of
tremendous valve to yourselves and to "The A-Ki-Ki,"
if you would please submit any queries you may have
to the Editor.
Thank you very much.
Emily K. Murphy, Editor
The A-Ki-Ki
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EDITOR: The following article is
from the July, 1976 issue of a publication entitled "GENEALOGY" by
Willard Heiss (Indiana Historical
Society)
A DISCUSSION OF TOWNSHIPS
Much of what we are, what we do and
how we do it is rooted in the dim past.
Local government, as it developed in
much of America, came from the experience of generations of Englishmen
whose descendants came to these shores.
"An Account of the Ancient Division
of the English Nation into Hundreds and
Tithings, by Granville Sharp, 1784
In England an ancient division of territory less than the county was called a
"hundred." Such subordinate districts
were also known in different parts of
the county by other names. In Yorkshire,
Lincolnshire, Nottinghamshire, Derbyshire, Rutland, and Leicestershire the
district was called a wapentake. In
Northumberland, Durham, and Cumberland
the term was ward. Some hundreds in
Cornwall were formerly called shires.
The division of the English countryside into hundreds is generally ascribed to the creative genius of Alfred,
who, according to William of Malmesbury,
divided his kingdom into counties, the
counties into hundreds, and the hundreds into tithings.
It is probable that he simply rearranged existing administrative districts in that part of England over
which he ruled.
The origin of the name "hundred"
is a matter of some difficulty. There
is an old theory that the hundred denoted a group of a hundred families,
and then the district in which they
lived. Another view suggests that it
was originally a term of measurement
denoting a hundred hides of land. There
is some Logic to this as a hide was anciently considered as much land as was
needed to support a family.
A document compiled before the Norman Conquest known as County Hidage
gives the. number of hides in all the
counties as multiples of a hundred, and
in many cases the multiples agree with
the number of hundreds ascribed to a
county in Domesday Book.

Editor: "Hide" - from 8O to 120 acres
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In the Middle Ages the hundred
was important for its court of justice. The word, "hundredum," was as
often applied to the court as to the
district over which it had jurisdiction.
These courts had jurisdiction in
trespass covenant and debt of less
than 40 shillings, and in these civil
cases such of the freeholders of the
district who were present were judges.
But the sheriff or the Lord of the
hundred was the sole judge in the criminal business transacted at the full
courts.
Over the centuries evolved many
changes in the judiciary and administrative procedures in local government. No purpose would be served to
detail it here. Many of the administrative duties came into the hands of
the country gentlemen and the clergy,
acting as justices of the peace, and
sitting in petty sessions and quarter
sessions.
Each civil or "poor law" parish
was governed by the vestry and the
overseers of the poor, dating from
the Poor Law of 1601. The vestry
dealt with general affairs and was
presided over by the rectory and the
churchwardens were the chief officials.
After these wide strokes of the
brush--we will take up affairs of
local government in America. You
may then see some relationship between a civil township and its English predecessor.
The word Township means one thing
in Massachusetts, something quite different in Nebraska, and in Indiana it's
sort of a mixture of the two.
Our use of the word Township seems
to come from Northern England where
the parishes were frequently Large
and civil subdivision was called a
Township.
In New England the terms Township
and Town are synonymous. A form of
government evolved in those six states
which is based on the town as an administrative unit.
As tiny communities were planted
on New England's seashore and extended inland along the rivers, each had
to be self-sufficient. They were di-

Townships (cont'd.)
vided by the rocks and woods from one
another. The settlers were Puritans
in religion and Leaned to republicanism in politics. Generally they were
townsfolk, accustomed to municipal
life and to vestry meetings.
"Each of these little settlements," writes James Bryce in The
American Commonwealth, "had its common pasture on which the inhabitants
turned their cattle, and which officers were elected to manage. Each
was a religious as well as a civil
body politic, gathered around the
church as its center; and the equality that prevailed in the congregation prevailed also in civil affairs,
the whole community meeting under a
president or a moderator to discuss
affairs of common interest. Each
settlement was called a Town or a
Township and was in fact a miniature commonwealth, exercising a
practical sovereignty over the property and persons of its members but exercising it on thoroughly democratic principles.
"Its center was a group of dwellings,
often surrounded by a fence or a
wall, but it included a rural area
of several square miles over which
farmhouses and hamlets began to
spring up when the Indians retired.
The name Town covered the whole of
this area, which was never too large
for all the inhabitants to come together to a central place of meeting.
These Town organizations were viable bodies and became well developed
in each settlement. "And though presently the towns became aggregated
into counties, and the legislature
and governor, first of the colony,
and, after 2776 the State, began to
exert their superior authority, the
towns" held their ground. They continued to be the true units of political Life in New England.
"Each town is governed by the
town meeting, an assembly of all the
qualified voters, within the limits,
which meets at Least once a year....
This assembly elects the town officials, but it is much more than an
electoral body. It is also a deliberative assembly and the legislative
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authority for local matters. It
enacts by-laws and ordinances, receives reports of local officials,
passes their accounts, manages town
property, votes appropriations, and
authorizes the necessary taxation...
"The town officials consist of
the selectmen (usually three, five
or seven), the town clerk, treasurer, assessors, tax collector, school
committee men, and the holders of
divers offices according to Ioca1
needs."
It is not my purpose to go into
the realm of records kept by the Town,
but this is a fruitful source for research. As an example, Town Clerks
of Connecticut have in their care
land records, tax records, vital records, minute books, militia enrollment records and like materials.
The middle states of New York,
Pennsylvania, and New Jersey were
settled at a later time than New England. The county was the original
basis for organization, the townships
were formed Later and the town meeting
as a rule did not exist. "The town
(or township) government in New York
somewhat resembles New England; the
chief executive officer of the town
is a supervisor, who represents his
town in the county board of supervisors." Township functions were concerned with elections, schools, bridges, roads, tax collector, overseers
of the poor, etc.
Delaware in colonial times was an
attachment to Pennsylvania and became
the first state in 1776. The local
unit of government there was the "Hundred." This corresponded to the township in neighboring states.
Maryland, also, had "hundreds" as
administrative divisions. The term
"baronies" and."townlands," are often
mentioned in this state.
Besides the function of townships
or hundreds as a jurisdiction for local government in the middle states they also formed divisions for tax
purposes and census taking.
Township as a form of Ioca1 government in the south can be dismissed
with a sweep of the hand. "The men
who went to Virginia and the Carolinas

were not Puritans, nor did they mostly go
in families or groups from the same neighborhood...Population was thinly scattered;
estates were large; the soil was rich and
soon enriched the owners...The houses of
the planters lay miles apart from one another; and when Ioca1 divisions had to be
created, these were made large enough to
include a considerable area of territory
and a number of land owning gentlemen.
They were, therefore, rural divisions,
counties framed on the model of English
counties."
As local government came into existence in the Northwest Territory and
westerly, it was influenced in a general
way by the proclivities of the settlers.
E. W. Bemis, in Local Government in
Michigan (1883), described a town meeting in Michigan "The first Monday in April of each
year every citizen of the United States
21 years of age and upwards who had resided in the State (of Michigan) six
months, and in the township the 10 days
preceding, has the right of attending and
participating in the meeting. The supervisor, the chief executive officer of the
township, presides. After the choice of
officers for the ensuing year, the electors proceed to the discussion of town
business. Complaint is perhaps made
that the cattle in a certain part of the
township are doing damage by running at
large, a byelaw is passed forbidding the
same under penalty not exceeding $10.
"The voters may regulate the keeping
and sale of gunpowder, the licensing of
dogs, and the maintenance of hospitals,
and may order the vaccination of all inhabitants. They can also decide how much
of the one mill tax on every dollar of
the valuation shall be applied to the purchase of books for the township library.."
Although New England had a great influence on local government in Michigan,
the importance of township affairs was
greatly diminished because there was a
separate organization for villages and
small towns.
In proportion to the extent that a
State such as Michigan adopted the
township system, the county tended to
decline in importance. Otherwise, the
county was of much more consequence
throughout the middle-west than in New
England. In addition to judicial administration, such matters as county ex-6-

penditures for charities, roads, bridges, and educational purposes had considerable importance.
Mr. Bemis points out- "Inasmuch as
many of the thousand or more townships
of a State lack the political education
and conservatism necessary for perfect
self-control, since many through Lack
of means cannot raise sufficient money
for roads, bridges, schools, and the
poor, a higher authority is needed with
the power of equalizing the valuation
of several contiguous townships, of taxing the whole number for the benefit of
the poorer, and of exercising a general
oversight over township expenses."
We have a mixed system in Ohio, Indiana, and Iowa. In these states there
was no town meeting. Voters elect Iocal officers and act through and by
them.
"In Iowa the civil township, which
is usually six miles square, is a Ioca1
government for holding elections, repairing roads, testing property, giving
relief to the poor, and other business
of Ioca1 interest. Its officers (were)
three trustees, one clerk, a road supervisor for each road district, one assessor, two or more justices of the peace,
and two or more constables. The justices and the constables were in a sense
county officers. Yet they were elected
by townships, and if they remove from
the township in which they were chosen,
they cease to be officers." (Our Government: A Text-book for Iowa Schools.)
Iowa is the farthest point west
where township government is found.
Existing concurrently with the civil township is the congressional township. These will be found in Ohio and
other states westerly to the Pacific.
This kind of township has to do with the
description of the survey of government
or congress Land.
Previously, in the colonies, land
that was granted by the crown, or in
the case of Pennsylvania by the proprietors, was described in metes and
bounds. When it was subsequently sold,
it continued by that same description.
In 1686, Jeffry Hawkins of Bucks
County, Pa. deeded 110 acres to John
Collins which was located as follows:
"...Beginning at a corner marked tree
standing by a Run side and thence running by a line of marked trees (being

part of the line which divided the land of
the said Jeffry Hawkins and lands of John
Luff) west 280 perches to a corner tree thence South by the land of Robert Lucas
60 perches to another corner tree, thence
East 320 perches by a line of marked trees
to a corner tree standing by the aforementioned Run side, thence up the several
courses of the said Run of Water to the
first mentioned corner tree..."
It should be patently obvious that
not one of the above mentioned descriptive marks could be found today. After
the Revolution the new Lands to the west
were surveyed in a manner that a congressional township (six miles square) once
fixed was a location that could be found
forever after.
"
In 1785 Congress passed "An Ordinance
for ascertaining the mode of disposing of
Lands in the (North) Western territory."
It adopted the principle of rectangular
survey prior to sale, in contrast to the
metes and bounds surveys of the colonies.
The survey of government lands commenced in the summer of 1786 under the
management of Thomas Hutchins. The reference point was on the Pennsylvania line
at the north bank of the Ohio river. A
line was run west through what is now Columbiana and Carroll counties, Ohio, for a
distance of 42 miles. At each mile a post
was set and on each side witness trees
were marked. Every six miles was a township corner. From these corners surveyors
ran the meridian or range lines south to
the Ohio, and the east and west township
lines.
Hutchins began the numbering of these
sections of a mile square with No. 1 at
the southeast corner terminating with No.
36 at the northwest corner. (The present
system was adopted by an act of 1799 without any apparent reason.) In the history
of land surveys these Seven Ranges are the
first application of the rectangular system of lots in squares of one mile, with
meridian lines, and corner posts at each
mile, where the number of the section,
township, and range gave a permanent location.
The congressional land survey of Ohio
was confounded in Ohio by the Virginia
Military District and other anomalies.
The point of departure for the survey of
government Land that eventually reached
the Pacific shore began with the First
Principal Meridian. This for practical
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purposes is the Ohio-Indiana State
line.
Most public lands of the United
States were surveyed under one system.
Meridian lines were established and
surveyed in a line due north from some
point-usually from the junction of
some important water course. These
meridians were intersected at right
angles with a base line.
On the meridians the "townships"
were numbered north and south from the
base lines, and on the base line "ranges" were numbered east or west of the
meridian.
A "range" measured six miles and a
"township" measured six miles making a
congressional township six miles square
composed of 36 sections.
The first principal meridian is a
line due north from the, mouth of the
Great Miami River and the Ohio River.
The second principal meridian is located just west of Indianapolis. The
base line for this area begins at a
point near the southeast corner of
Clark's Grant (in Clark County) and
runs due west to the Mississippi
opposite Jefferson Barracks.
The fourth principal meridian is
north from a point near Beardstown on
the Illinois River to the shore of Lake
Superior. The boundary between Illinois
and Wisconsin is a base line. Thus,
with a proper map at hand you could
quickly locate the land of William
Garland, who in 1860 lived in the
northeast quarter of. Section 21, Township 8 North, Range 1 East of the
Fourth Principal Meridian. This congressional Township 8 north consisting
of 36 sections is coincident with the
civil Township of Pulaski in Iowa County, Wisconsin.
Surveying moved westerly and the
last principal meridian (excepting the
Humbolt) is the Williamette Meridian
which runs from the California boundary north to near Seattle. The base
line for this district is the boundary
between Washington and Oregon.
A congressional township is a surveyed area six miles square. Few of
the natives have the foggiest notion
of what is meant by civil township.
EDITOR: Perch - a measure of length,
equal to 5 yards; rod.

THE ROLL OF BATTLE ABBEY
As we have more and more genealogists,
there is increased groping (and hoping)
for attachment to lineages of antiquity.
It has ever been thus. Many who come to
the rocks and shoals of Medieval Genealogy had best quickly return to more familiar shores. However, there may be those
who learn of the Battle Abbey and more
particularly the Ro11 of Battle Abbey.
This engages them an era of history for
which much that is written borders on the
apocryphal.
Sometime following the Battle of Hastings, William, Duke of Normandy, had an
abbey built on or near the battle site.
This was not just to serve as a monument
to his victory, but as a memorial to his
co mrades who fell in battle.
On the Feast of St. Calixius, anniversary of the battle, the monks were to
read the "roll" of the dead and say mass
for them.
This "roll" of the Normans who fell
was purported to have been made for
William the day following the Battle of
Hastings.
There is no doubt that there was a
Battle Abbey. It existed up to 1538
when it was dissolved. The Abbey with
its lands was granted by Henry VIII to
Sir Anthony Browne. The stones of the
abbey were used to build a manor house,
which was seldom used by Browne's descendants who preferred to Live in Cowdray, which was in the same county.
In 1793, "Cowdray House, with its
magnificent collection of paintings,
tapestry, carvings, and furniture, was
burnt to the ground."
It is thought that the "roll" which
was supposedly acquired by Sir Anthony
at the time of his acquisition of the
abbey - burned with Cowdray.
Some doubt that there ever existed
a "roll." It seems odd that it could
have reposed at Cowdray for two hundred
years without someone having examined
it. In fact, it should have been examined several times.
As matters stand, we rely on a copy
made by Leland, a noted antiquary, who
visited Battle Abbey before the dissolution "and made a very careful copy of
the roll." He Listed 495 names. It is
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the best, if not the only authentic,
copy that exists of the Battle Abbey
Roll. It is published in his Co11ectanea, Vol. I, page 206.
There are other lists and rolls.
The Duchess of Cleveland published in
three volumes The Battle Abbey Ro11 in
1889. This is based on Holinshed's
List, the most spurious of them a11.
The reason some lists are obviously adulterated is that they contain
names of families who did not appear
in England until centuries Later.
It appears from this distance
there was social standing for the family who could claim to have an ancestor who came with William the Conqueror. (Rather Like having an ancestor
who came with Penn on the "Welcome.")
Baring-Gould says, "We cannot
doubt that there was such a roll at
Battle, but at first it was a roll
containing only names of the dead,
whose obits had to be observed, and
who had to be prayed for by name. But
in process of time other names were
added, successively, as paid for."
It does not stretch ones imagination to suppose that over the years
there were monks who could be "paid"
for adding a name to the roll.
All of this should be of no great
concern to most readers. Even in A
History of Surnames... comments: "Notwithstanding, the work of the learned
societies specializing in historical
and genealogical research, the thousand or more family memoirs which have
been published, the vast number of
pedigrees given in county and loca1
chronicles, and the collections of antiquaries, it is a difficulty to find
many families whose pedigrees, extending back to the Conquest, are dated
and documented to satisfaction."

PUBLICATIONS

BOOKS:

THE BALDWIN COLLECTION

KASKASKIA UNDER THE FRENCH REGIME, by
Natalia Maree Belting (1975), illus., 140 pp., indexed, 5x8) $15

The Baldwin Collection by Henry
Baldwin consists of 34 big books,
all written in Long-hand and not
difficult to read. These records
are cemeteries, war, church, court
and personal covering the years
from 1867 to 1918. A lot of these
cemeteries are now gone. The area
covered is Eastern Ohio, mostly
within 50-75 miles of Youngstown,
and counties in Western Pennsylvania that border Ohio.

Order From: Polyanthos, 811 Orleans St., New Orleans,
LA 70116

If you have a family connection or
ancestor who was in or near Kaskaskia
(in what is now Illinois) prior to
1765, this book wi31 be a jewel without price. Of signal genealogical importance is the Appendix. Here is
A sheet of indexes is 10c and if
found extracts from the parish regisyou find what you want on the index,
ters:baptisms, 1723-1724 and marriages, it is 10fi for each sheet of text and
1723-1763. A second section has notes
you may get 20 to 30 names for your
on the Census of 1752. An attempt has
dime.
been made to construct rudimentary genealogies of the Illinois French familFor Information Write:
ies. Besides Kaskaskia, Fort de Chartres,
St. Phillipe, Prairie du Rocker, Cahokia,
The Public Library,
and Ste. Genevieve - some 150 families
Youngstown, OH 44505
have been researched.
c/o Mrs. Louisa Berger
PORT ARRIVALS AND IMMIGRANTS TO THE
CITY OF BOSTON, 1715-1716 and
1763-1769, compiled by William H.
Whitemore (1973, 111 pp., indexed,
5x8, hardbound) $8.50
Order From: Genealogical Publishing Co., Inc., 521523 St. Paul Place,
Baltimore, MD 21202

INDEX OF THE 1840 FEDERAL CENSUS OF
NORTH CAROLINA, compiled and published by Gera1 M. Petty, $70
Order From: Geral M. Petty, 48
Chatham Road, Columbus, OH 43214
This index is to the microfilm of
the original returns that are in the
National Archives. It is to both the
old and new reel numbers - expensive,
but seems well done and worthwhile.

This is an excerpt (p.229-3I7) from
a volume of records relating to early
history of Boston containing miscellaneous papers, prepared by the RegisTHE INDEX TO EARLY OHIO TAX RECORDS,
try Dept. of Boston, published in 1900.
by Esther Weygandt Powell (1973,
173 pp., S~x11, hardbound) $10.50
The importance of this ship's passenger list lies in the fact that the
Order From: Ms. Esther W. Powell
passengers named embarked from a great
36 N. Highland Ave.,
many different ports, so an ancestor
Akron, OH 44303
can be traced from among a wide range
of places of origin. There are some
DARKE COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGE RECORDS,
3,000 passengers listed.
1841-1850, VOL. II, by Short &
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Bowers (1972, 57 & 5 pp., indexed,
8x11)
$5
Order From: Anita Short, Rte 1
Arcanum, OH 45304

LAND PATENT RECORDS, MIAMI COUNTY,
OHIO, by Short and Bowers (1973,
40 pp., 8x11) $4.50
Order From:

ENGLISH CONVICTS IN COLONIAL AMERICA,
VOLUME I, MIDDLESEX: 1617-1775,
Peter Wilson Coldham (1974,
310 pp., 6x9, hardbound) $20
Order From: Polyanthos, Inc.,
811 Orleans St.,
New Orleans, LA
70116
On the most reliable evidence at
present available, the total number
of convicts transported from England
to the Americas between 1615 and 1775
was about 30,000. The majority of
these (which are listed in this volume) were from the County of Middlesex which included the City of London.
From 1716 Until October 1775, when
the last shipload had Left for America, Middlesex had exported over
10,000 of its criminal population.
It is one of the ironies of Ang10American genealogy that the lives and
movements of those who were deported
for their crimes are, on the whole,
better chronicled than those of the
good men and true who sat in judgment of them.
It should be remembered that what
was considered a crime or felony would
today be (in many cases) a trivial offence. That is to say, if your ancestor appears in these lists rejoice,
for if he was not a felon, you would
have but little chance to identify
him.
PREBLE COUNTY, OHIO MARRIAGE RECORDS,
1841-1859, VOLUME III, by Rose
Shift (1973, 144
22 pp., indexed,
8x11) $12
Order From: Ms. Anita Short, Rte 1,
Arcanum, OH 45304
Over 2,500 marriages arranged alphabetically by grooms with an index
to the brides.
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Ms. Anita Short,
Rte 1, Arcanum,
OH 45304

The patentees are listed alphabetically along with a description
of the land (Section number, Township and Range), acres, patent number and date of the entry. Entries
are dated as early as 1802. This is
a primary research tool.
1886 HISTORY OF ADAMS COUNTY, PENNSYLVANIA, (reprinted 1977, 516 &
106, illus., indexed, S~x8, hardbound) $24.50
Order From: The Bookmark, P.O.
Box 74, Knightstown,
IN 46148
There are many reasons for interest in this county. The origins of
the Conowago Dutch are here. Their
emigration is well known - first to
Mercer County, KY and thence to Johnson Co., IN. Warrington Monthly
Meeting of Friends was Located here.
This history is based largely on
the work of Henry C. Bradsby and the
reprint is enhanced with the addition
of an every name index.
1850 POPULATION CENSUS and 1850 MORTALITY SCHEDULE, SANGAMON COUNTY,
ILLIPIOIS, (1976, 252 pp. , index,
8x11) $12
Order From: Sangamon County Genealogical Society,
P.O. Box 1829, Springfield, IL 62705
There are more than 3,000 families
given and of particular interest is
the listing of "Abram Lincoln."
1906 HISTORY OF KANKAKEE COUNTY, ILLINOIS, edited by William F. Kenaga
and George R. Letourneau. $19.95
Order From: Kankakee Valley Genealogical Society, P.O. Box 1659, Kankakee, IL 60901

"GREATS AND GREAT, GREATS" FREE queries are reserved for members
of the Kankakee Valley Genealogical
Society. They will be handled on a
first-come, first-served basis. All
queries must be typed or printed for
Legibility and should be limited to
a maximum of 50 words whenever possible. NON-MEMBERSHIP QUERIES will be
published at a fee of $1.00 per query.

Mrs. Perry (Cora) Oakes, 460 S. Nelson Ave., Kankakee, IL
60901
OAKES
HAMMOND
SHANNON

Seeking origins/parentage of Samuel P. OAKES, b. 9 May
1804, Northumberland Co., PA, m. Grace HAMMOND, dau. of
Joseph HAMMOND. Joseph OAKES, (brother to Samuel) b.
1803, m. Susan ?, ch. Sarah Jane, b. 29 Jan. 1832, m.
David SHANNON 17 March 1859, William D., b. 1833, John,
b. 1835, Catherine M., b. 1838, and Nancy E., b. 1843.

Mrs. Stephen A. Girard, 16 Arrowhead Drive, Bourbonnais,
IL 60914
CHRISTIAN
Seeking any information on Walter and Delilah (McGlone/
McGLONE/McGLOHLEN McGlohlen) SMITH, dau. Mary Alice, b. 3 May 1873, d. 2
OTIS
March 1962, m. (some time in 1877/KY) Daniel Boone OTIS,
SMITH
b. 23 July 1851, d. 29 Dec. 1902, son Henry Crocket SMITH,
d. abt. 1925, m. Martha ?, ch. Mary, Lizzie b. 1911, Mae,
and Walter, b. abt. 1900, dau. Nan/Nannie, d. 1925, m.
Thomas Christian, d. 1925, ch. Daniel McKinley, b. abt.
1900, Ida, d. 1895, Ethel, Lily, and Alan.
Mrs. Don E. Butler, 296 N. Grand Ave., Bradley, IL 60915
RYAN
KEITH

Seeking any information on Joseph Ryan, b. 1838 or 9 Mar.
1846, Dublin, Ireland. Farmer in Manteno area at time of
enlistment during Civil War. Served 2862-1865, Co. F,
88th IL Infantry, worked as railroad foreman, Goodland,
IN 1869-1872, m. Partmena Jennie KEITH, 29, Jan. 1875,
McLean Co., IL, 7 children. Other residences Arrowsmith
and Gibson City, IL, d. I8 August 1907 in Danville Veterans` Hospital.
Mrs. R. E. Shreffler, Rt. 2,. Box 137, Kankakee, IL 60901

HAMMOND
LEACH
PALMER

Seeking information on Phileander LEACH, b. 25 April
1804, to Stephen (b. 24 June 1773/1777) and Sa11y
(HAMMOND) LEACH, at Worchester Co., Mass., Town of Teter,.
d. 31 Jan. 1889, Warwich, KS, m. Ethelinda PALMER, b. 1
March 1818 New York State.
Mrs. Beverly Henry, R33, Box 562A5, St. Anne, IL 60964

SAWYER Interested in corresponding with anyone who can furnish
information on Sereno Francis SAWYER of New York State,
d. 1908 in Washington State.
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SURNAME INDEX
ALEXANDER - 16
ALLIS - 32

KELSEY - 16, 17
KISSELL - 13, 14
LADAIR - 29, 30
LADIN - 23
LADRIE - 32
LAMPORT - 18, 20
LANNI(?) - 27
LEACH - 11
LEWIS - 19
LUCAS - 7
LUFF - 7

BEAUDREAU - 30
BEAUPRE - 34
BELAIR - 33
BISONETT/BIPONETT(?) - 30
BLAIN - 30
BLANCHET - 25, 26
BOUDREAU - 33
BREAU - 29
BROPAN(?) - 31, 32
BROULETTE - 18
BROWNS - 8
BRULETT - 20
BRYON - 17
BURIUS - 18

MAE - 24, 25
MALLOW - 34
McGLONE/McGLOHLEN - 11
McKEE - 14, 15
METCALF - 18, 19
MOORS - 15
MOTT - 15

CAILLOUETTE - 33
CAUFMAN - 18
CHAMBERLAIN - 14
CHAMBERLAINS - 14
CHRISTIAN - 11
CLARK - 22, 23, 24
COLEN - 22
COLLINS - 6
CORBEIL - 33
CURBY - 33
CYRE - 30, 31

NOURIS - 34
OAKES - 11
OTIS - 11
PALMER - 11
PANTON/PONTON - 27
PARISH - 20, 23
PERRY - 24
PRAY - 33

DELONA - 32
DOTY - 15, 22

RAICHE/RECHE - 33, 34
RYAN - 11

FELLIAM/FELLEAM(?) - 31
FRANCOUER - 33

SAINDON - 33
SAWYER - 11, 21
SHANNON - 11
SHINEZ (?) - 24
SMITH - 11, 23
STETSON - 22
STODDARD - 23, 24
STREIGEL - 33
SUPERNOT (?) - 25

GARLAND - 7
GRAY - 13, 23
GRISWOLD - 19, 20
GUILMAN - 25
HAMMOND - 11 (twice)
HATHEN - 28
HAWKINS - 6
HESS - 19
HILL - 15, 16
ROGUE - 17
HUTCHINS - 7

TALBOT - 27, 28
THAYER - 23
TOWMLY/TOWNLY/TRONILY - 2
VAIL - 13

JAR VIS - 26
JONARTZ - 34
JONES - 17

WETMORE - 13
WICKS - 15
WIER - 13
WILSON - 17
WORCESTER - 20, 21

KEITH - 11
KELLEY - 21, 24
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